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Accurate waveform models describing the complete evolution of compact binaries are crucial for
the maximum likelihood detection framework, testing the predictions of general relativity (GR) and
investigating the possibility of an alternative theory of gravity. Deviations from general relativity
could manifest in subtle variations of the numerical value of the gravitational wave signal’s phasing
coefficients. Once the search pipelines confirm an unambiguous signal detection, deviations of the
signal phasing coefficients at various post-Newtonian orders are routinely measured and reported. As
the search templates themselves do not incorporate any deviations from general relativity, they may
miss astrophysical signals carrying a significant departure from GR. We present a parameterised
template-based search for exotic gravitational-wave signals beyond general relativity by incorporating
deviations to the signal’s phasing coefficients at different post-Newtonian orders in the search
templates. We present critical aspects of the new search, such as improvements in search volume
and its effect on various parts of the parameter space. In particular, we demonstrate a two-fold
increase in search sensitivity (at a fixed false-alarm rate) to beyond-GR exotic signals by using search
templates that admit a range of departures from general relativity. We also present the results from
a re-analysis of ten days long duration of LIGO data from the first science run that includes the
epoch of the GW150914 event.

I. INTRODUCTION

The direct detection of gravitational waves (GWs) from
the merging compact binary systems of black holes and
neutron stars have ushered in a new era of gravitational-
wave astronomy [1–4]. While the direct detection of GW
itself can be considered to be an independent test of GR,
such signals also provide a unique opportunity to test
fundamental physics in the highly dynamical, nonlinear
strong-field regime of gravity inaccessible to the previous
experimental tests of GR such as the perihelion precession
of Mercury’s orbit [5], deflection of light by a massive
object [6], and the gravitational redshift of light [7]. Like
the previous experiments, tests of GR performed using
GW signals [8] strongly support the predictions made by
GR. Also, the double pulsar system enables us to test
the GR in strong field [9]. The success of these tests has
established GR to be the most accurate theory of gravity
at present, leading us to speculate that the correct theory
of gravity may not be too far from GR.
Gravitational wave detection methods can be divided

into two broad categories: template-based searches
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and generic transient searches. The template-based
searches rely on accurate theoretical models of the
signal waveform, a great scientific challenge for several
decades. Recent developments in high-order post-
Newtonian (PN) calculations [10], quasi-normal modes in
the ringdown phase [11], and numerical relativity (NR) [12–
14] simulations have made it possible to generate accurate
semi-analytical waveforms that describe the dynamics
of inspiral, merger, and subsequent ringdown of the
remnant object [15–25]. These studies focus on modelling
compact binaries consisting of black holes and neutron
stars in the theory of GR which are commonly used as
template waveforms in standard GW search pipelines like
PyCBC[26]. These search pipelines are carefully tuned
to identify signals that match the template waveforms
embedded in noisy data recorded by GW detectors [27]
while efficiently rejecting noise artefacts that mimic GW
signals.

An accurate waveform model is a crucial input to
template-based searches, as inaccuracies in modeling the
dynamics of the two-body problem can lead to a severe
loss in detection efficiency. While it may still be possible
to detect considerably strong transient GW signals using
the techniques of ‘burst searches’ [28–30] that are agnostic
to signal models. Also, morphology-independent or quasi-
model-dependent analysis can reconstruct the signals,
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which can be used to detect the deviations [31–33].
However, accurate waveform models are still required to
infer source parameters (such as component masses, spins,
distance to the source from Earth, etc.) and eliminate
any bias in the measurements [34]. Several promising
alternative theories to GR have been developed in the last
century, such as the scalar-tensor, Brans-Dicke and Chern-
Simons theories, all of which have survived a wide range
of experimental tests. However, in nearly all alternative
theories of gravity, one lacks a detailed understanding of
the dynamics of the coalescing compact binary system
in the strong-field regime. Recent advances in analytical
approaches and NR simulations have made it possible
to model binary black hole mergers and propagation of
the GWs in the “beyond-GR” theories [35–37]. However,
it is not clear whether the full theories are well-posed.
Also, there might be a more accurate alternative theory
unknown to us to date.

Impelled by the lack of concrete knowledge of beyond-
GR theories, we generally perform tests that allow a
broad class of possible departure from GR by introducing
parametrized deviations from the basic GR waveform.
For example, the parametrized post-Newtonian (pPN)
formalism allows deviations in the coefficients at different
orders of velocity parameter (v/c) in the PN series of
phase expansion. This is motivated by the fact that for
restricted signal models (where the amplitude is restricted
to the Newtonian order) an accurate reconstruction of
the signal’s phase evolution would be the most sensitive
measurement for capturing any departure from GR. The
non-GR effects are imprinted on the phase evolution of
GW signals in several promising alternative theories of
gravity arising from corrections to the expressions for
conservative and dissipative quantities. For example, the
scalar-tensor theory allows for the −1 PN term as the
leading dipolar contribution and 0.5 PN term for the
tail-induced dipole effect [38–41], massive gravity shows
contributions to the phase at 1PN [42].

In this paper, we develop the method for a bottom-up
search for signals carrying deviations in the PN phasing
coefficients from those predicted by GR. We refer to these
deviated signals as non-GR signals. Such an approach
allows us to look for generic deviations from GR. This
strategy contrasts with the top-down approach, where
one starts with a particular theory of gravity, writes
down the action of the theory, solves the equations of
motion, and predicts some observables which may or may
not agree with the experimental data. Whereas in the
bottom-up approach, one starts by assuming GR as a null
hypothesis, adds deviations in the observables predicted
by GR, and tests them against the experimental data
collected by gravitational wave detectors. If the bottom-

up approach detects a plausible deviation in the GR-
predicted observables then one can narrow down the space
of all possible modifications to the GR action that are
consistent with such deviations. The distinction between
these two approaches in the context of testing GR is
elucidated in the review article by Yunes et al. [43].

GW events detected by LIGO and Virgo detectors have
led to data-driven constraints on the deviation of PN
coefficients [44–46] from their GR-predicted values. One
can measure the deviation in the phasing coefficients at
each PN order independently using Bayesian inference
methods. The analysis of events in Gravitational Wave
Transient Catalogues (GWTC) [8, 47, 48] indicates that
the null-deviation hypothesis (hence, GR) lies within the
90% credible interval of the posterior distribution over
possible excursions of the phasing coefficients. However,
the width of these distributions also indicates a non-
negligible range of deviations (see Fig. 1) that are also
consistent with the data. In this paper, we consider a
range of possible deviations (in the phasing coefficients) as
inferred from the combined analysis of previously detected
events (and in this sense, the allowed domain of "non-GR
signals" considered in our analysis is not wholly arbitrary).
One recovers the base GR signal when all the deviation
parameters are set to zero. We’d like to stress that the
deviations introduced in the signal’s phase coefficients to
mimic non-GR signals are generic and independent of any
specific alternative beyond GR theory of gravity.
We start by summarising the template-based search

pipeline in Section II. This is followed by a discussion of
the non-GR waveform model in Section III where we also
motivate the choice for the search parameter space. In
Section IV, we present the details of the construction and
validation of the GR and non-GR template banks and
show via a fitting factor analysis that the latter adequately
covers non-GR signals. Results from a Monte-Carlo study
are presented in Section V, where we present and highlight
improvements to the distance reach of the search pipeline
by using non-GR templates. We re-analyze 10 days of data
from advanced-LIGO’s O1 [49] science run and present the
results in section VI. Finally, we present our concluding
remarks in Section VII and sketch the broad directions
of future investigations following the methods presented
in this paper.

II. REVIEW OF TEMPLATE BASED GW
SEARCHES

Detecting a gravitational wave signal buried in the
noisy data is a complex task since the amplitude of the
gravitational wave signal is comparable to the detector
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noise level. Many search pipelines are being developed
for the last three decades. The search methodology of
these pipelines can be divided into two broad categories
- template based search and generic transient search.
PyCBC [26] is one such search pipeline which performs
a template based search. The PyCBC framework is
designed to identify a gravitational wave candidate
event and assign a measure of statistical significance
to it. The basic assumption in template based search
is that the gravitational wave signal buried under
the detector noise is very well approximated by the
template waveforms. A waveform is parametrized by
the system’s intrinsic properties: component masses and
spins, and extrinsic properties: sky location, distance
to the source, inclination angle (angle between the total
angular momentum and the line-of-sight), polarization
angle, time, and phase. Since the parameters of an
incoming GW signal are not known a priori, the PyCBC
uses a collection of template waveforms, called a template
bank, to perform the search. The template bank spans
the desired parameter space. We explain the process of
template bank construction in section IV. The parameter
space is the space of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
over which we want to conduct the search. We discuss this
in more detail in section III. The search pipeline calculates
the correlation of each template in the template bank with
the data to construct a signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio ρ(t)
time series. This process is called matched filtering [50].

ρ2 ≡ 〈s | ĥ+〉2 + 〈s | ĥ×〉2 (2.1)

where the quantities ĥ+ and ĥ× are the unit-norm, linearly
independent ‘plus’ and ‘cross’ polarization of the template
waveform ĥ. The inner product between two time-series
vectors is defined by

〈a | b〉(t) = 4<
∫ fhigh

flow

ã∗(f) b̃(f)

Sn(f)
e−i2πft df (2.2)

where ã(f) and b̃(f) are the Fourier transform of a(t)

and b(t) respectively and Sn(f) is the one-sided detector
noise power spectral density (PSD).
After computing the SNR time-series ρ(t) for each

template in each detector, the pipeline yields a list of
timestamps when the SNR exceeds a predetermined
threshold, which are called triggers. We expect that
a signal may be present at that time. The data taken
from gravitational wave detectors is neither Gaussian nor
stationary. The noise artifacts can produce a large SNR
without having good match between the data and the filter
waveform. One of the most common method to distinguish
between the real astrophysical signal and noise artifacts
is to check whether the morphology of the signal in the

data is consistent with the filter waveform that produced
a trigger, which is called signal-consistency test [50, 51].
We obtain a χ2 value by dividing the filter waveform into
many non-overlapping segments with equal power and
evaluate the level of agreement in each segments:

χ2 = p

p∑
i=1

∥∥∥〈s | ĥi〉 − 〈s | ĥ〉/p∥∥∥2 , (2.3)

where, the filter waveform ĥ is divided into p pieces such
that

∑p
i=1 ĥi = ĥ. If we assume the detector output

is characterized by Gaussian noise and the additional
signal is well approximated by the filtered waveform h,
then the above statistic follows a χ2 distribution with
a degrees freedom of 2p − 2. On the other hand, non-
Gaussian noise artifacts or a lower match between the
signal and filter waveform would lead to a large value
of that statistic [50, 51]. Many different techniques are
adopted for analyzing the LIGO-Virgo data. All of them
combine the matched filter SNR and the χ2 value to
produce a ranking statistic [52–55]. The recent searches
of the Advanced LIGO’s O1 data by PyCBC employed
the reweighted SNR statistic [2],

ρ̂ =

ρ/
[(

1 +
(
χ2
r

)3)
/2
]1/6

, if χ2
r > 1

ρ, if χ2
r ≤ 1

, (2.4)

where the quantity χ2
r = χ2/(2p− 2). Subsequently, the

PyCBC pipeline used a sine-Gaussian χ2 discriminator to
produce the ranking statistic for analyzing the Advanced
LIGO-Virgo data from O2 and O3 runs [3, 4, 56–58],
introduced in [59]. The main focus of incorporating the
sine-Gaussian feature is to distinguish many blip glitches
from short duration gravitational-wave signals. We adopt
the sine-Gaussian reweighted SNR statistic ρ̂sg for our
analysis. Therefore, we accept those triggers that lie
above a pre-decided threshold of ρ̂sg ≥ 6.
A gravitational wave signal is expected to appear in

all detectors at the same time (after accounting for the
light travel time between two detectors) and also expected
to be generated by the same template. This argument
enable us to perform a coincidence between the triggers
from any two detectors. We perform the coincidence test
for the arrival time and the template parameters for each
trigger. The triggers that do not pass the coincidence test
are discarded and the rest are passed on to the next stage
of the pipeline.

For any event reported by a search pipeline, we assign a
statistical significance to express detection confidence.
The search pipelines measure a false-alarm rate as a
function of the detection statistic value to label the
statistical significance of the detection. The PyCBC
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search pipeline applies a time shift between the triggers
generated by one detector and the other one. As the
false-alarm rate calculation must be avoided from the
coincidence of the pair of triggers produced by the actual
gravitational wave signal, we set the minimum time shift
is larger than the time window of the coincidence test.
We usually choose the minimum time window of 0.1s,
which is greater than the light travel time between any
two detectors of the LIGO-Virgo network. Let us consider
the two detectors scenario with an observation time of 10
days. We can perform the time-shift procedure 8,640,000
times, which is equivalent to a noise background time of
236,712 years. If ρ̂∗ is the detection statistic value for a
candidate event and there are nb noise coincident triggers
above ρ̂∗, then the false-alarm rate for that event is nb
per 236,712 years.
Since the ability to detect a gravitational wave signal

depends on its amplitude and features, we measure
the sensitivity of a search pipeline by generating a
large number of compact binary sources assuming an
astrophysical model. The sensitivity is often measured
as the fraction of sources that are recovered below a
given false-alarm rate (FAR) threshold (F). This fraction
depends on the distance to the source, orientation, sky
position, and masses. Therefore, we estimate a volume
around a detector (or a network of detectors) in which
the sources are detectable. The formula is given as,

V(F) =

∫
ε(F ; ~x,~λ) ppop(~x,~λ) d~x d~λ, (2.5)

where ε is the probability of recovering a signal produced
by source of which extrinsic and intrinsic parameters
are represented by ~x and ~λ, respectively. The function
ppop(~x,~λ) is the distribution function of an expected
astrophysical population. If the distribution of the
simulated signals matches with the expected astrophysical
distribution ppop, then the approximate sensitivity volume
is simply the injected volume Vinj (in which the injections
are populated) rescaled by the ratio of number of found
injection Nrec(F) below FAR F to the total number of
injections (Ninj):

V(F) ≈ Vinj
Nrec(F)

Ninj
(2.6)

For this work, we use the weighted Monte Carlo
integration method to carry out this estimation [60], which
is implemented in the PyCBC software library. The
estimation of sensitivity volume for a given population
model leads to a high computational cost. The weighted
Monte Carlo method can estimate the sensitive volume
for multiple population models using a single set of
generic injections. We carry out the sensitivity estimation
assuming the sources are uniform in volume.

III. WAVEFORM MODEL AND SEARCH
PARAMETER SPACE

In this section, we motivate and discuss the binary
black hole parameter space and the waveform model used
in this work. Although we demonstrate the beyond-GR
search for a specific region of the parameter space, it is
applicable for any parameter space of interest.
We target the recently accomplished first and second

observation runs by the network of Advanced LIGO
and Advanced Virgo detectors and restrict the source
population to comprise of binary black hole BBH
systems with total mass between 6M� and 100M�. We
incorporate the spin effects in the template waveform with
dimensionless spin parameters in the range |χ1,2| ≤ 0.9899.
We tabulate the range of these parameters in Table I.

Parameter Limits

Compononent masses m1,2 ∈ [3, 100]M�
Total mass M ∈ [6, 100]M�
Mass ratio m1/m2 ∈ [1, 10]

Component spins χ1,2 ∈ [−0.9899, +0.9899]

Table I. The parameter space over which the GR template
bank is constructed. The GR template bank is used as a seed
bank when we generate a non-GR template bank.

Recent advances in perturbative approaches [10, 11]
and numerical relativity [12–14] has made it possible to
construct accurate semi-analytical waveforms describing
the entire evolution of a BBH coalescence. In this work, we
have used the the phenomenological IMRPhenomD [61]
waveform approximant that are calibrated against
numerical relativity simulations. These waveforms are
are faithful in modelling GWs from all stages of merging
binary black hole systems having non-precessing spins.
Recent tests carried out by LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA

collaborations on the detected events have put bounds on
the range of excursion of the GR-predicted values for the
phasing coefficients that enter into the inspiral, merger,
and ringdown phases [8, 47, 48, 62]. Such test can be
carried out within the TIGER framework [63–65], where
deviations from GR are incorporated within the template
waveforms by introducing a fractional change in the GW
phase coefficients of the baseline GR waveform. Template
waveforms with such parameterized deviations from GR
phasing will be referred to as “non-GR” waveforms.
We contend (and later demonstrate) that if a

gravitational wave signal carries a significant amount
of non-GR effects, it could be missed by the GR template
based search pipelines. Searches with accurate waveform
models constructed in a top-down fashion from first
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Figure 1. Combined posterior distribution for the deviation parameters δϕ̂i. We are considering only those events which have
FAR < (1000 yr)−1 and exceed SNR threshold (> 6) in inspiral regime (GW150914, GW151226, GW170104, GW170608, and
GW170814). The SNR constraint is due to fact that the PN approximation is not very effective beyond inspiral regime. The
dashed line corresponds to the value predicted by GR. And the vertical bar show the 90% credible interval. This figure is
reproduced by using the results from [8].

principles is not possible due to a lack of knowledge of
beyond-GR theories. Instead, it is more interesting to
design a search using the “non-GR” waveforms which have
parameterized deviations from GR. By doing so, we can
encapsulate a wide range of possible beyond-GR theories.
In this work, we focus on deviations only in the inspiral
phase (Φ(f)), which is expanded in powers of (v/c) as
calculated using the post-Newtonian theory [66, 67]:

Φ(f) = 2πftc−φc−
π

4
+

7∑
k=0

[
ϕk + ϕ

(`)
k ln f

]
f

k−5
3 (3.1)

where ϕk and ϕ(`)
k represent the PN phase coefficients,1

that are functions of physical parameters such as
component masses and spins of the compact binary
system, tc is the coalescence time and φc is a constant
phase offset. The parameterized test works by introducing
a fractional deviation to a specific PN coefficient, ϕk =

(1 + δϕ̂k)ϕk. At the same time, all other coefficients
remain the same as GR predicts. Under the assumption
that GR is correct, the posteriors are expected to be
consistent with δϕ̂k = 0 within statistical fluctuations.
On the other hand, it is likely to deviate from zero if
an alternative theory is more accurate than GR. The
parametrized test for GWTC-1 by LVC was performed on
each event in the catalog to impose bound for individual

1 The index k, denoting the (k/2)-th PN order, runs from 0 to 7.

cases [8]. Finally, combined-event analysis was performed
considering a list of loud events that have SNR at least 6
in the inspiral part of their signal. The posteriors of ϕ̂k
were combined, assuming that the parametrized violation
is constant across all events. We illustrate the combined
posterior distributions of δϕ̂k in Fig. 1 and report their
90% interval in the Table II.2

PN Deviation Parameter Limits

0.5 PN δϕ̂1 ∈ [−0.345, 0.037]
1.0 PN δϕ̂2 ∈ [−0.254, 0.011]
1.5 PN δϕ̂3 ∈ [−0.071, 0.118]
2.0 PN δϕ̂4 ∈ [−1.216, 0.456]

Table II. 90% credible interval of the deviation parameters
obtained by combining their posterior distributions from the
four events GW150914, GW151226, GW170104, GW170608,
and GW170814. The eight-dimensional non-GR intrinsic
parameter space consists of the GR parameters shown in
Table-I and the post-Newtonian deviation parameters shown
here. This table is reproduced by using the results from [8].

We limit ourselves to deviations upto the 2PN order
to keep the computational cost under control. The
generalization to incorporate the deviation coefficients

2 The posterior samples are taken from the public data provided
by LVC https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1900087/public

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1900087/public
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up to the 3.5PN order is straightforward. In this
work, we consider 4 dimensional GR parameter space:
~θGR ≡ {m1, m2, χ1, χ2} and the parameter ranges
are given in table I. On the other hand, non-
GR parameter space includes extra 4 dimensions,
which is a super space of GR such that ~θnon-GR ≡
{m1, m2, χ1, χ2, δϕ̂1, δϕ̂2, δϕ̂3, δϕ̂4}.

IV. TEMPLATE BANK CONSTRUCTION AND
VALIDATION

In this section, we describe the construction of
two template banks that cover the GR and non-GR
parameter space, respectively. We discuss the sensitivity
improvement that can be achieved by including the PN
deviation parameters.

The template bank (T) is a set of filter waveforms, each
of them marked as a point in the parameter space that
considered for the analysis (T ≡ {λi}) [68–71]. As the
parameters of an incoming gravitational wave signal are
not known a priori, we filter the data against each of
the waveforms in the bank and obtain the corresponding
signal-to-noise ratio. The discreteness of the bank leads
to a loss in signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the obvious
demand is to place the templates appropriately so that the
maximum loss in signal-to-noise ratio does not exceeds
a threshold. The maximum loss is determined by the
minimal match (MM) of the bank,

MM = min
λ′

[
max
λ∈T
M
(
h(λ

′
), h(λ)

)]
, (4.1)

where λ
′
denotes any arbitrary point in the parameter

space. The quantity M refers to the inner product
between two arbitrary normalized waveforms maximized
over the extrinsic parameters (ξ),

M(a, b) = max
ξ
〈a | b〉. (4.2)

In this work, we calculate matches by maximizing over
the coalescence time, phase, distance to the source and
sky location.

In GW data analysis, we usually construct the bank at
MM∼ 0.97, which corresponds to a 3% loss in signal-to-
noise ratio. However, this criterion can’t tell whether a
template bank is effectual for detecting an arbitrary signal
(ha),. We usually compute a fitting factor to quantify the
effectualness of a template bank for detecting ha, which
is defined as the maximum match between ha and all
templates in the bank [72],

FF(ha) = max
λ∈T
M (ha, h(λ)) (4.3)

Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of fitting factors shown
for three different cases: GR template bank against the GR
injections (blue curve), GR template bank against the non-
GR injections (red curve), non-GR template bank against
the non-GR injections (orange curve). The grey dashed line
corresponds to the fitting factor of 0.97 which was also the
minimal match at which our banks were constructed.

An arbitrarily denser template bank could satisfy the
minimal match criteria. However, such a dense bank
would lead to a computational burden and increase the
expected number of false alarm candidates. The standard
choice is to have an optimal template bank consisting of
the smallest number of templates and adequately covering
the entire parameter space. Many previous studies
focused on developing the template placement algorithm.
The most optimal method is an example of the sphere
covering problem, which is achieved by A∗n lattice in flat
parameter space [73]. This approach is called a geometric
placement that has been extensively used for inspiral-
dominated signals, where the parameter space metric
components are approximately constant [74–77]. However,
the metric is no more constant at all when the full inspiral-
merger-ringdown waveform is considered. It has been
led to the development of stochastic placement [78–80],
which generates a random proposal in each iteration
and accepts if it is far from existing templates in the
bank; otherwise, reject it. The process continues until
the rejection rate reaches a preset convergence threshold.
The advantage of the stochastic method is that it can
place the templates for any kind of parameter space,
and the resulting template bank is robust. However,
its intrinsic stochastic nature leads to an over-coverage
in the resulting bank. Several recent methods have
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Figure 3. Fitting factor plots in total mass and mass ratio plane for three cases. The colorbar shows the lowest fitting factor in
the respective hexagonal bin. The left, middle, and right panels show the performance of the GR bank for GR injections, GR
bank for non-GR injections, and non-GR bank for non-GR injections, respectively. We see that the GR bank has a low fitting
factor in the region of mass ratio ≥ 4.5 and total mass ∈ [15, 50] for detecting the non-GR signals.

been developed to combine the space efficiency of the
lattice-based geometric placement and the robustness of
the stochastic approach. The straightforward way is to
construct a final stochastic template bank by seeding a
precomputed geometric bank of the inspiral-dominated
region of parameter space [81, 82]. Another way is to place
the A∗n lattice in a locally flat coordinate system where the
metric components vary slowly, which is known as hybrid
geometric-random template placement algorithm [83–85].
These hybrid approaches were extensively used to analyze
the data from Advanced LIGO-Virgo’s first, second and
third observation runs [3, 4, 56, 86]. While the A∗n lattice
is optimal for a flat unbounded parameter space, both
the boundedness (from the range of search parameters)
and curvature of the intrinsic parameter space affects the
placement of templates. The former leads to "boundary
effects" where the space efficiency of the A∗n lattice cannot
be fully realised. On the other hand, the curvature
inevitably leads to over-density due to templates that
are required to cover the holes between local flat patches.

In this work, we construct the template bank for GR
parameter space using the recently developed hybrid
geometric-random template placement algorithm [83–85].
This method combines the space efficiency of the A∗3
lattice along with the robustness of stochastic method.
The lattice construction is accomplished by employing a
parameter space metric with a suitable coordinate system
where metric component varies slowly. This method
starts with a large number of random proposals uniformly
sprayed over the parameter space. Thereafter, starting

from a randomly chosen point it places suitably oriented
A∗3 lattice points assuming locally flat patches within
the space and remove the random proposals that lie
within a distance Dmax =

√
1−MM of the lattice points.

The placement process continues until all the random
proposals are removed. For the GR parameter space with
a noise PSD of Advanced LIGO’s first observation run, we
have found the hybrid bank consists of 27,309 templates.

We carry out Monte Carlo simulations to compute the
fitting factors distribution against two different set of
injections drawn randomly within the parameter space.
First, we generate a set of GR injections assuming a
uniform distribution of component masses and individual
dimensionless spins of the black holes. This injection
analysis would tell us whether the GR bank is adequate
to cover the GR search space. Second, we include the
PN deviation parameters to generate a set of non-GR
injections, where the deviation parameters are chosen
assuming a uniform distribution between their ranges
as reported in Table II. As we consider the deviations
in lower post-Newtonian orders and the LIGO was not
sensitive at low frequencies during the first observation
run, the departure for a high mass binary from the GR
space is expected to be small. We restrict the total mass
of the injected binaries up to 50M�. We construct the
injection sets for 100,000 aligned-spin binary systems with
the IMRPhenomDwaveform model.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of fitting
factors for both the GR and non-GR injection sets. We
can see that all the GR injections are recovered above the
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fitting factor of 0.95, and only 0.7% of them are found
below 0.97. This result implies that the GR template
bank is effectual for detecting the signals if GR is true.
However, the fitting factor curve for non-GR injections
reaches 0.6, and 20% of them are found below 0.97. This
indicates the GR template bank is ineffectual for detecting
the signals if they carry significant amount of non-GR
physical effects. It is therefore interesting to have a non-
GR template bank by incorporating the PN deviation
parameters.
The construction of non-GR bank using hybrid

geometric-random placement algorithm is out of scope
as it requires a valid metric in 7D parameter space. 3

Also, it is not known what amount of improvement can
be achieved against the stochastic method using the A∗7
lattice. For this work, we employ the flexibility of the
stochastic placement method in higher dimensions to
construct the non-GR template bank. We build the 8D
stochastic template bank for non-GR parameter space,
where the pre-computed hybrid GR template bank is a
seed bank. For computing the match between a random
proposal and existing templates in the bank, we use exact
match function as described in Eq. (4.2). We have found
that the non-GR bank consists of 53,583 templates.
As the non-GR template bank is a superset of the

GR template bank, we expect that the former must be
effectual for detecting the GR signals. We only consider
the non-GR injection set to quantify the coverage of
the bank. The solid orange curve in Fig. 2 shows the
cumulative distribution of fitting factors. We can see that
the minimum fitting factor value is 0.96, and 0.3% of the
injections are found below 0.97. This result indicates that
the non-GR bank is effectual for detecting the signals
even if they carry non-GR effects that are manifestations
of deviation from GR via PN coefficients.

The cumulative distribution fitting factors does not tell
us explicit details of the sensitivity of the template bank
over different regions of parameter space. Therefore, it
is interesting to see the fitting factor distribution over
the planes of various combinations of the parameters.
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the minimum fitting
factor over the plane of total mass and mass ratio. We
can clearly see that both the GR and non-GR template
banks are effectual for detecting the GR signals. However,
the GR bank is not adequate to capture the non-GR
signals that belong to the region with a total mass larger

3 Indeed, non-GR parameter space is 8D. As the hybrid method can
provide the effectual template bank by employing effective 3D for
the GR parameter space, the current version of the hybrid method
requires a 7D metric for constructing the non-GR template bank.

than 15M� and mass ratio larger than 4. We consider
this boundary to evaluate the sensitivity improvement
in the non-GR bank against the GR bank for detecting
the non-GR signals in LIGO’s O1 data. Needless to
say that we expect the most significant nonGR effect
for low-mass systems when the deviations are considered
in lower PN coefficients. Indeed the non-GR deviation
for low-mass binaries is effectively compensated by the
highly asymmetric systems due to its biases in the chirp
mass and spin. In contrast, the high mass ratio systems
with negative spins can not compensate for the nonGR
deviation with other systems, we see that effect in the
middle panel of Fig. 3.

V. MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION STUDIES
USING O1 DATA

In the previous section, we have demonstrated the
sensitivity increase when the search template waveform
includes the non-GR effects, assuming the case of zero
noise realization. However, the data readout from
the gravitational wave detectors contains non-Gaussian
non-stationary noise, which significantly fluctuates the
observed signal-to-noise ratio. To consider non-Gaussian
effects in evaluating the significance of events, we perform
an injection study using LIGO’s O1 4 data. We exclude
some part of the data from the analysis by applying
a data quality veto 5 used in O1 analysis by LVC
collaboration [86–88]. We consider two different sets of
non-GR injection: i) a set of the worst fitting injection ii)
a set of randomly distributed injections. We explain how
the injection parameters are chosen for both runs in the
following paragraphs.

A. The worst fitting injection

We pick an injection from the non-GR injection set as
discussed in Section IV, which is found to have the lowest
fitting factor (0.62) against the GR template bank. We
repeatedly inject that non-GR waveform over three weeks
of O1 data starting from 22nd September 2015 (GPS
start time 1126989824). The intrinsic parameter values of
that injection are m1 = 34.68M�, m2 = 3.92M�, s1z =

−0.97, s2z = −0.65, δφ̂1 = −0.33, δφ̂2 = −0.16, δφ̂3 =

4 The O1 data was obtained from Gravitational Wave Open Science
Center (GWOSC)

5 The data quality veto files are available here https://www.gw-
openscience.org/O1/

https://www.gw-openscience.org/O1/
https://www.gw-openscience.org/O1/
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Figure 4. The scatter plot of found and missed instances of the non-GR signal which had lowest fitting factor agains the GR
bank. The cross ticks and solid circles indicate missed and found instances, respectively. The color of the circles indicates
the inverse false alarm rate (iFAR) of the found injections, and their values are depicted in the color bar. These results are
produced using the three weeks of LIGO’s O1 data starting from 22nd September 2015 (GPS start time 1126989824). The
vertical white bands in the triggers indicate the time of data excluded from the analysis by applying a data quality veto.

0.098, δφ̂4 = −0.66. We place the injections with a
uniform time step of 256 seconds. We choose the extrinsic
parameters in such a way so that the optimal SNR of the
injections has uniform distribution lies between 4 and 20.

Fig. 4 shows the results of missed and found injections
against the injected distance. The color of the solid circles
represents inverse false alarm rate of the found injections.
We have seen that the number of found injections by
non-GR bank is 1.45 times larger than the case of GR
bank. The right panel of Fig. 4 indicates that almost
all the injections below 450 Mpc are recovered with very
high confidence using non-GR bank. On the other hand,
such transition boundary is absent for GR bank as shown
in the left panel.

To quantify how much more sensitive the non-GR bank
is than the GR bank, we obtain the sensitivity volume
for each search using Equation (2.6) with the weighted
Monte Carlo method. The top-left panel of Fig. 5 shows
the sensitivity distance as a function of inverse false-alarm
rate (iFAR). We can see the sensitive distance for the
non-GR bank at an iFAR of 100 is twice as large as the
GR bank. It implies that the non-GR bank can probe
substantially more volume than the GR bank if we allow
departures from GR.

B. Randomly distributed signal injections

Further, we target the potential region of the parameter
space, where GR bank is inadequate to recover the non-

GR signals in the sense of fitting factor as discussed in
Sec. III. We create a set of injections assuming uniform
distribution over total mass, mass ratio, spins, and PN
deviation parameters. We consider the total mass between
15M� and 50M�, mass ratio between 4.5 and 10, the
magnitude of dimensionless spin between 0 and 1, and
the ranges of PN deviation parameters are described in
Table II. We choose the extrinsic parameters in such
a way so that the optimal SNR of the injections has
uniform distribution lies between 4 and 20. We inject the
waveforms assuming uniform time steps on 10 days of O1
data starting from 13th October, 2015 (GPS start time
1128812417).

We present the results of this run in figure 5. We again
plot the sensitive distance as a function of the iFAR
rate. From Figure 5, we infer that the effect of deviation
parameter is more prominent in low total mass range (top
right) compared to the high total mass range (bottom
row). For example, at a fixed iFAR of 100, the non-
GR bank is able to access ≈ 12% more distance then
the GR bank, which would translate to ≈ 40% more
volume. This number directly translates to the number
of detection when we fold in the merger rate density
and the observation time. For the high total mass bins
26 ≤M ≤ 50, both banks perform roughly the same. This
is consistence with what we saw in the fitting factor plots
(see figure 2). As we go towards higher mass systems, the
effect of deviation parameter vanishes.
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Figure 5. Comparison of sensitivity distance as a function of inverse false-alarm rate (iFAR) between non-GR bank and GR
bank for searching the non-GR signals. These plots were made by performing injection over a reduced range of parameters:
M ∈ [15, 50] and q ∈ [4.5, 10]. The top-left panel shows the results for worst fitting injection, where the non-GR waveform has
maximum deviation from GR. For this type of injections, we can see the non-GR bank can observe two times larger distance
than the GR bank. The remaining three panels are correspond to the randomly distributed injections binned in total mass. The
solid line shows the median of the distribution and the shaded region shows the ±1σ width of the uncertainty. The sensitivity of
non-GR bank compared to the GR-bank decreases with the total mass of the binaries.

VI. ANALYSIS OF O1 DATA

We present results for data analysed with GR and
non-GR banks with 10 days of data starting from 13th
September, 2015 (GPS start time 1126212224). This
stretch of data covers the first GW event, GW150914.
The goal is to see how the existing event fares against the
non-GR bank. We report that the GW150914 event is
detected with slightly higher SNR by the non-GR bank.
GW150914 was roughly an equal mass binary system, so
we do expect both banks to detect it with similar SNR

since for equal mass binaries the non-GR effect is less
prominent. We also report that the best fitting template
for GW150914 in the non-GR bank has non-zero deviation
parameters and the match between the best fitting GR
and non-GR template is 0.956. As a sanity check, we also
verified that the deviation parameters (δφi) of the best
fitting template of GW150914 lie within the 90% ranges
for the same event reported in [8, 62]. The top 10 events
reported by the non-GR bank are presented in descending
order of their significance (iFAR) in Table VI.

The second most significant event is the same for
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Figure 6. Comparison of search results between the non-GR
bank and GR bank obtained using the ten days of O1 data
surrounding the time of GW150914 event. The false alarm
rate is shown as a function of the detection statistic used
by the search. The solid black and dashed black lines show
the background of false positive detections when the search
is performed using GR bank and non-GR bank, respectively.
The blue and red markers show the search results obtained
using GR bank and non-GR bank, respectively.

both GR and the non-GR bank searches with identical
template parameters, but reported at a higher significance
in the GR search. The deviation parameters of the best
matching template for this event are identically zero in
the non-GR search.

The 19th most significant event in the GR-bank search
is ranked 3rd in the non-GR search, with a template
having non-zero deviations at a higher significance by
a factor of 6.7. In addition, we report that there
are candidate events (ranked 4, 7, 10) with non-zero
deviation parameters reported by non-GR bank which are
completely missed in the GR search. However, they are
of little significance as their iFAR values are very low.

From Figure 6, we see that the non-GR background
is slightly higher than the GR background. This is
expected due to the larger degrees of freedom of the
non-GR templates owing to the four additional deviation
parameters, as a result of which they can match noise
artefacts better as compared to the GR templates. One
can also see that the increase in the background rate
is marginal even though we have nearly twice as many
templates in the non-GR search. This can be explained
by a strong correlation in the PN deviation parameters.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present the outline of a template-based search
for gravitational-wave signals from binary black holes
going beyond general relativity. The non-GR template
waveforms used in this search are constructed by allowing
deviations of the GW phasing coefficients at different PN
orders from their numerical values in GR. The extent of
the deviation in the PN coefficients is per the 90% credible
interval of their posterior probability distribution, as
measured from events in the GWTC-1 catalogue. Fitting
factor studies show that the GR template bank could be
missing such exotic signals in a region of the parameter
space characterized by low total mass and high mass
ratio region. This is evident from the low fitting factor
values seen in (Figure 2) that drop as low as 0.6 in that
region. With this simulation, we find that the GR bank
has 20% non-GR injections below the target fitting factor
of the bank (0.97), which drops to a mere 0.7% when a
non-GR bank is used (thus alluding to better coverage
of non-GR signals). We replicated the same result by
performing signal injections in the archival detector data
from advanced-LIGO’s first observing run O1. For this
simulation, we report the search’s sensitive distance (in
Mpc) results. When a signal having the worst fitting
factor against the GR bank is injected repeatedly into
data, the non-GR bank is sensitive (at a fixed false alarm
rate) out to a distance that is twice as far (Figure 5) in
comparison to the GR bank. While for a more diverse
set of injections (Figure 5 top right), the non-GR bank
has 12% more distance reach over the GR bank, which
translates to 40% more sources! The improvement in the
distance reach of an explicit non-GR search diminishes
as we increase the total mass of the (figure 5 bottom
row). This saturation is possibly due to the smaller time-
frequency volume of such target signals, which have much
fewer cycles in band and are well-matched by shorter
templates in the bank. Note that this implies that the
saturation in improving the sensitive distance for sources
above a certain total mass also depends on the detector
sensitivity and effective bandwidth and the astrophysical
abundance (distribution) of sources.
It should be noted that non-GR signals with a short

time-frequency volume would be efficiently detected by
“burst” search pipelines that are optimized to detect
narrow band energy transients. On the other hand, non-
GR signals that have more in-band cycles can be more
efficiently detected by a template-based non-GR search.
In this sense, our method could complement the burst
searches in detecting exotic GW signals which would
otherwise pass undetected, as shown by simulations in
this paper.
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Event non-GR bank search GR bank search

GPS Time #a M [M�] q χeff δφ̂1 δφ̂2 δφ̂3 δφ̂4 ρ̂sg iFAR # M [M�] q χeff ρ̂sg iFAR

259 462.427b 1 50.97 1.37 −0.34 -0.26 -0.23 0.09 -1.17 18.97 9.33× 103 1 68.32 1.90 −0.17 18.32 5.89× 103

798 299.477 2 7.21 1.33 0.32 0 0 0 0 8.03 8.36× 10−3 2 7.21 1.33 0.32 8.02 2.07× 10−2

796 951.201 3 8.53 1.51 -0.83 -0.19 -0.24 0.10 0.05 7.98 4.80× 10−3 19 9.20 2.07 -0.99 7.61 7.18× 10−4

819 769.188 4 55.55 8.85 -0.88 -0.23 -0.24 0.10 -0.95 7.94 3.20× 10−3

663 132.169 5 20.83 5.87 -0.98 0.01 -0.16 0.03 -0.87 7.92 2.52× 10−3 2685 20.21 4.63 -0.80 6.84 4.26× 10−6

871 612.668 6 99.62 10.00 -0.99 0 0 0 0 7.91 2.23× 10−3 3 99.62 10.00 -0.99 7.84 4.62× 10−3

314 685.465 7 42.17 5.89 -0.91 -0.32 -0.22 0.11 -1.15 7.92 2.07× 10−3

560 867.533 8 49.79 9.73 -0.98 -0.26 -0.24 0.1 -1.1 7.88 1.72× 10−3 1000 86.05 2.01 0.05 7.03 1.31× 10−5

936 922.760 9 20.34 5.32 0.53 -0.3 -0.09 0.01 -1.2 7.86 1.34× 10−3 12 21.95 5.77 0.39 7.66 1.08× 10−3

404 625.826 10 69.67 9.92 -0.95 0 0 0 0 7.86 1.33× 10−3

a Event rank #
b GW150914: the first binary black hole merger event observed in advanced-LIGO detectors.

Table III. A comparison of the top 10 events reported by the standard GR and non-GR searches, sorted by the event rank in the
non-GR bank search. The GPS time of each event is reported in seconds relative to a fiducial epoch corresponding to GPS time
1126000000 s. The events’ statistical significance with respect to the background of accidental coincidences is measured by its
corresponding inverse false-alarm rate (iFAR) in units of yr. We have reported the reweighted-SNR detection statistic ρ̂sg as
described in Sec. II.

We have also presented the results from a re-analysis of
10 days of O1 data that includes the epoch of the historical
GW150914 event with both GR and non-GR template
waveforms. The foreground and background events from
both these searches can be seen in Figure 6. We expect
a larger background rate for the non-GR search owing
to the extra degrees of freedom of the non-GR template
waveforms. From the plot mentioned above, we find that
while the background rate for the non-GR search is indeed
larger than the GR search, it is not phenomenally larger
in comparison, even though the template bank size is
almost two times bigger. This is understood from the fact
that the number of statistically independent templates
used in the non-GR search is only marginally larger than
those in the GR bank. In other words, while the total
number of templates is much larger, the effective number
of independent degrees of freedom has only marginally
increased in going from GR to the non-GR search. This
hints at using an effective linear combination of deviation
parameters to handle the high computational cost of the
non-GR searches.

A comparison of the top 10 events from both the GR
and non-GR searches are tabulated in Table VI, sorted
by the detection statistic of the events as recorded in
the non-GR search. While both the searches report the
GW150914 event unambiguously as the most significant

event, the detection statistic is marginally higher in the
non-GR search as recorded by the “detection template”
that has significant deviation parameters. Also, the
inverse false-alarm rate (iFAR) of this event bearing
identical GPS time-stamps is ∼ 1.6 higher in the non-
GR search. As the iFAR rate measures the statistical
confidence of an event’s detection, we can see that the
non-GR search detects the GW150914 marginally better
on both counts. This observation leads us to believe that
there may be some merit in the re-analysis of archival
GW data using the non-GR search method outlined in
this paper. Further, motivated by the stronger detection
of GW150914 by a template with non-zero deviation
parameters, it would also be interesting to perform a
parameter estimation study of the GW150914 events by
sampling deviation parameters (either separately or in a
suitable linear combination).

It is possible that physical effects not considered in the
template waveform model (such as precession, eccentricity,
higher-modes etc.) could be substantially correlated
with non-GR deviation parameters. This needs to be
investigated in future.
In this exercise, we have allowed PN deviation

parameters only up to 2PN order to control the
computational cost. We believe that it is worth
investigating the effects of higher-order PN deviation
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parameters since the higher-order deviation parameters
(≥ 2 PN) seem to have an order of magnitude larger
error bars than lower-order deviation parameters. The
latter can be interpreted as more leeway to incorporate
signals that deviate from standard GR phasing. To
decrease the computational cost when higher-order PN
terms are included, we could consider varying a linear
combination of non-GR parameters dictated by a singular
value decomposition on the Fisher information matrix over
the PN deviation parameters. This would help reduce the
effective dimensionality of the search parameter space and
reduce the overall computational cost by reducing the non-
GR template bank size. Finally, the results presented here
originate from the O1 power spectral density curve used
in our analysis and the range of deviations as measured
from GWTC-1 events. We intend to repeat the analysis
with the deviation ranges reported in the GWTC-3 since
they become smaller with improved sensitivity and more
number of observations. It would help us understand how
robust the template based search pipeline is.
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